
A zero-negative contribution to the understanding of evil

Simon Baron-Cohen is one of the world's leading authorities on autism, and his work on

this subject has stimulated his interest in the subjects of empathy and evil.  The

connection between his old and new interest is fascinating.  It is commonly said that

criminals lack empathy for their victims, and we go on to speak of this deficit as a

powerful contributing factor to their heartlessness.  Confusingly, autistics can almost be

defined in terms of their incapacity for empathy – that is to say, by their inability to

guess what is in other people's minds – but they are nonetheless by and large a law-

abiding population.  High-functioning autistics take morality for granted and strongly

affirm it in their statements and actions.

In his 2011 book The Science of Evil (Basic Books, 2011), Baron-Cohen

attempts to make a major contribution to our understanding to the etiology of evil.  His

project is straightforward: per his subtitle, "On Empathy and the Origins of Cruelty," he

reduces evil to cruelty; then he attempts to locate the origin of cruelty in deficits of

empathy.

Right out of the starting gate, the project stumbles over an ancient logical fallacy:

while cruelty may always entail a lack of empathy, lack of empathy does not always, or

even very often, entail a predilection for cruelty.  Given his background, Baron-Cohen



should know this better than anyone.  He acknowledges the paradox forthrightly: while

both psychopaths and autistics lack empathy, only psychopaths act cruelly.  Strangely,

however, he does not resolve it – he renames it.  He creates nomenclature – "zero

negative" empathy to describe psychopaths, "zero positive" empathy to describe

autistics – that merely restates the conundrum without explaining it: we come out

knowing no more than we knew going in.  So while lack of empathy may be the sine

qua non of cruelty – I believe it is – there must be some factor additional to it that fuels

the cruelty of the psychopath or the genocidal functionary.  But Baron-Cohen never

manages to focus on what that might be.

It is a further weakness in his case that his attempted reduction of evil to cruelty

works fairly well with crimes of one-on-one violence, predation, and exploitation but

serves less well to characterize either long-standing systemic evils like chattel slavery

and our current penal system or outbreaks of organized violence like the First World

War and the Holocaust.  Up close, cruelty may seem to be common to all these large-

scale evils, but we cannot sensibly say that all the perpetrators, including the paper-

pushers, were lacking in empathy and then close the book on the problem of evil.

Baron-Cohen is aware of some of the contradictions in his picture but seemingly

unaware of how destructive they are to his thesis:

In the extreme case your lack of empathy might lead you to commit
murder or rape.  In the less extreme case . . . it might lead you to be
verbally abusive or just talk way too much or overstay your welcome. 
There are clearly different levels of empathy deficit because the person
who is simply verbally insensitive may realize it's not nice to physically
hurt someone else.  But even the verbally insensitive individual can be
close to zero on the EQ [Empathy Quotient].  Zero degrees of empathy
can lead one to commit acts of cruelty, it can leave one insensitive toward



others, or, simply, socially isolated.  We can see, then, that zero degrees
of empathy does not equate to what some would call "evil."

This concession undoes the whole book.  If zero-negative empathy plays out in one

person as stalking, abduction, and murder, and in another person as emotional

avoidance, incomprehension, and verbal infelicity, then we have not located the nodal

point of evil.

Further problems arise when we take a closer look at Baron-Cohen's conception of

empathy.  Autistics are so impaired that they are said to lack a "theory of mind." 

Striking experimental evidence demonstrates again and again that autistics appear to

have no way of grasping the thoughts and motivations of other people based on the

behavior that they see.  They cannot "put themselves in the other person's place" even

to a rudimentary degree.  In the rest of us, lack of empathy rarely seems to be quite this

debilitating; furthermore, we tend to assume in the un-empathic person an element of

intentional callousness toward the feelings of others that is not present in the autistic

individual. 

Baron-Cohen's definition of empathy takes him well beyond the possession of a

theory of mind and the ability to use it to know what another person is thinking and

feeling.  He has devised a test for measuring a person's "empathy quotient," or EQ, and

it depends upon a conception of empathy that gives equal weight to cognition and

emotion: the empathic person not only sees the other person's point of view and

understands it, but also is moved emotionally to give compassionate assistance.



There are lots of ways to define [empathy], but here's how mine begins:
Empathy occurs when we suspend our single-minded focus of attention
and instead adopt a double-minded focus of attention.

But so far my definition ignores the process and the content of what
happens during empathy.  So we can extend the definition of empathy as
follows: Empathy is our ability to identify what someone else is thinking or
feeling and to respond to their thoughts and feelings with an appropriate
emotion.

This suggests there are at least two stages in empathy: recognition
and response.  Both are needed, since if you have the former without the
latter you haven't empathized at all.  [Emphases in the original]

Perhaps my own definition, weighted toward cognition, is merely an attempt to put the

best possible face on my practice of empathy; and if philosophers would tend to agree

with me, that might reflect their professional bias in favor of rational argument and their

preference for discussing in an academically detached fashion the ethical questions

involved in how obligated we are to intervene in the lives of others.  Nonetheless, it

seems to me – an introvert who remains calm in the presence of other people's

emotional revelations – that the test questions persistently mix up sociability and

extroversion with empathy: they are biased toward people who are comfortable in

social situations and know how to grease the wheels of conversation.  Gender roles

also seem to be incorporated into the test, with a bias toward women's ways of

communicating.  Since men are responsible for almost all of the florid evils in our world,

this need not automatically raise our hackles: undoubtedly men have led the way in

dehumanizing "the enemy," turning masses of human beings into statistical

abstractions, fanatically embracing and acting upon toxic ideologies and mad

apocalyptic fictions, and carrying out atrocities on a massive scale.  They are also more

likely to raise their children under a regime of rules that are enforced rigidly and



unfeelingly.  But these salient facts about male behavior are not much captured by test

questions that are prejudiced against the classic male way of responding to a problem

– which is to try immediately to fix it by means of a practical solution – in favor of the

classic female response of talking it out with great attention to emotional nuance.  Men

need to get over thinking that it suffices to express love for a woman by changing the

oil in her car; but it is not necessarily more empathic when women over-indulge in

expressions of sympathy and condolence and give each other endless strokes in what

men might call a "pity party."  Men's avoidance of what women call real intimacy may

and often does indicate that they are handicapped for empathic understanding; but

women's ways of encouraging each other can be shallow and ultimately unhelpful.

I agree with Baron-Cohen that my understanding is not worth much if I do not

communicate it to the other person: I need to stand ready to alleviate whatever distress

has been conveyed to me.  To understand and still remain aloof is probably much

likelier in a male than in a female.  On the other hand, it is also possible to sympathize

and condole in a superficial way – "Oh, you poor thing, that must have been awful for

you" – without any real understanding at all.  Baron-Cohen's questions sometimes

founder on these distinctions: those who are more socially adept in expressing interest

in others, however insincerely or shallowly, are going to score higher on his test.  In

short, Baron-Cohen tilts his definition of empathy away from persons who possess

traits in common with individuals on the autistic continuum – persons who are task-

focused, easily absorbed in a project, inattentive to others when so absorbed, socially

uncomfortable, and introverted – and he does this in spite of his own evidence that

autistics constitute a population that is unusually immunized against evil.  His



discussion of empathy is accordingly colored by an implied moral judgment on "single-

minded" attention, as if the only alternative to a heightened alertness to the distress of

others is selfishness:

But if your attention has a single focus – your current interest, goal, wish,
or plan – with no reference to another person's thoughts and feelings,
then your empathy is effectively switched off.

This way of formulating empathy is far from innocent.  The language Baron-Cohen

uses, both here and later, suggests that he idealizes, as the only truly empathic person,

someone who is ever aquiver to respond to the least sign of need in another person.  I

see two immediate red flags.  First, there is an implicit negative judgment cast upon the

most natural behavior in the world: my immersion in my own projects.  But there is no

reason I cannot absorb myself completely in my current endeavor but set it aside the

moment a credible demand is made on my attention and my empathy.  I say "credible,"

because Baron-Cohen implies that I should unhesitatingly enter all the way into the

consternation of any person who is attempting to activate my empathy.  But I would say,

with the poet John Keats, that empathy is psychically expensive and emotionally

depleting.  Moreover, there may be a lot of "false positives" among those who would

call upon my compassion.  I prefer to say that empathy is that quality of cognitive and

emotional penetration that enables me to judge accurately when the person who is

consternated is playing me like a fiddle.  I reserve the right to use my empathic

understanding both to enter into the troubles of other persons but also to defend myself

against those whom I correctly read as trying to use me.  The world is, in point of

somber fact, full of asymmetrical dyadic relationships comprised of naturally giving



persons and the self-centered narcissists who are parasitically attached to them and

sucking the empathy out of them.

Second, to use Baron-Cohen's language, if my empathy is "effectively switched

off" as I type this paragraph, that implies what is surely true, that I can switch it on

again the moment I receive pertinent information from the environment that I need to

respond in a caring manner to a developing situation.  Most of the world's evils,

however, are perpetrated by people whose empathy is permanently switched off.  Now

in subsequent paragraphs, Baron-Cohen deals gently with my self-focused

preoccupation, and treats the suspension of my empathy while I type this as a

temporary and understandable state.  Eventually, he acknowledges that the serious

problem is really located only among the many people for whom "a self-focus is all that

is available to them."  But the initial implication that selfishness shuts down empathy

continues to hover and remain at variance with the far more important proposition that

cruel people have no on-off switch and operate in permanent darkness.  In a book that

is brief and breezily written, such undigested matters are a continual defect.

A more disconcerting possibility is left unbroached: that empathy may be in appallingly

short supply even among the law-abiding sectors of the population, so that entire

communities and nations are at risk for a turn toward the dark side.  Psychiatrist Arno

Gruen titled his examination of this dystopian view The Insanity of Normality.  By

overemphasizing sociability and external shows of concern for others, Baron-Cohen

designs a test that gives us a classic bell curve of empathy, with most of us clustered

comfortably in the middle range.  How do we explain, then, that we Americans, not



quite at the drop of a hat but at the drop of the World Trade Center, morphed overnight

into a nation that, in polls repeated over the next decade, consistently gave

overwhelming support to the practice of torture?  It is more efficient to posit that among

the two-thirds of us who now approve of torture, empathy was always in very short

supply, and 9/11 exposed our empathy deficit.  Back when we were nearly unanimous

in condemning torture, we were not more empathic – we were merely conformist in our

opinions.  And we still are: conventional views are easily adopted and easily faked.  It

cost us nothing to oppose torture back when we associated it with totalitarian regimes,

and it costs us nothing now to join with the majority and sign off on "enhanced

interrogation."  Empathy doesn't enter into it.  An accurate graph of empathy will give

us nothing like a bell curve, unless we move "seriously impaired" to the normative

center of the x-axis.

Are all these people in the middle "cruel"?  Assuredly not, if by that we mean that

they would gladly assume the role of torturer.  But are they so lacking in empathy that

they can blandly support a self-proclaimed torture regime with their tax dollars and their

votes?  The answer to that question has been decisively answered and is not open to

doubt.

Abraham Maslow's famous hierarchy of needs posits that physiological and

safety needs take precedence over psychological and social needs: even love is in a

parlous state if we are hungry and fearful.  Morality is a luxury, and perhaps empathy

too, or at least the exercise of empathy as a moral obligation – we have to be on the

third rung of Maslow's ladder.  In 2001, as soon as we felt unsafe, we went into survival

mode, and jettisoned the niceties of love and esteem.  Were we in as much danger as



we thought we were?  In retrospect, certainly not; but emotionally, believing is seeing. 

What morality requires of us in this situation is to see more clearly – both the facts, and

what a stable ethic demands of us.  Baron-Cohen relies too strongly on the feeling of

empathy, in lieu of cognitive mobility and a solid core of principles based on empathy

and caring.  What Maslow's hierarchy shows us is that we revert to primitive feelings

when we feel existentially threatened.  And what recent history shows is that we are

especially prone to delusion when we make our risk assessments.  As I write, many of

my countrymen are terrified that the 0.8% of the population that is Muslim will succeed

in imposing sharia law on the 99.2% – in their paranoia, they replicate the intense fear

of Germans in the 1930s that their nation was about to succumb to the Jews.

Empathy is best understood as the cognitive capacity to enter imaginatively into the

perception and perspective of another, there to mine a particular fund of information

that is unavailable to the person who lacks this capacity and difficult to obtain in any

other way.  But what we do with the information is determined by our values. 

Narcissistically impaired people may be almost as debilitated as autistics in their theory

of mind; but like most autistics, they may act on the basis of solid principles.  Because

they are defenseless against gross misreadings of other people's motives – both their

own sincere misinterpretations and those proffered in bad faith by crafty demagogues

and respectable sociopaths – they are, morally speaking, in a lifelong perilous state. 

Their vulnerability to evil far exceeds that of autistics, because their "neurotypicality"

means that they are, like most people, hypersocial and therefore obsessed with their

place in the pecking order, whereas autistics have almost no susceptibility to the



opinions of others and no interest in self-aggrandizement.  Narcissists mistakenly think

they have penetrated your true motives; autistics don't care what your motives are and

can barely understand the concept of upward social mobility.  But few narcissists are

attracted to acts of cruelty, and many will stand firm for moral principles.  Indeed, value

rigidity is a strong indicator of narcissism; but where the values are good, this helps to

inoculate the narcissist against evil.

Baron-Cohen has not, with his concept of zero empathy, located the heart of

cruelty and therefore evil – he has only identified the origin of narcissistic impairment. 

This impairment will necessarily characterize almost all persons who engage in hands-

on cruelty, but it is not a sufficient cause of that behavior.  There must be input from the

perpetrator's social side.  The cruelties of ethnic cleansing, being so often the work of

otherwise law-abiding citizens, depend upon a socially-shared ideological component

for their justification; criminal violence, on the other hand, is characterized by a

debased social philosophy of psychological and ethical egoism – "I should get what I

want, because all other people are also out for themselves, and they have tilted the

playing field against me."  Almost all acts of cruelty have their social side – the

perpetrators experience feelings of pleasure over payback for long-festering insults and

indignities.  Autistics, in contradistinction, are impervious to social cues and remarkably

free of ideological commitments and everyday egoism.

The psychopath may be labeled "antisocial" but there can hardly be a more

intimate relationship than that between a victim and the person who tortures and

murders him.  If some criminal psychopaths seem to have cognitive mobility but lack

completely the emotional, compassionate side of empathy that Baron-Cohen considers



an indispensable component, then that deficit is a matter of normal values rather than

"zero-negative empathy."  By this, I do not mean "conventional values" or the list of

ostensible virtues that constitute an ethical man along Aristotelian lines.  Those virtues

tend to be social rather than moral; and while the psychopath is poorly socialized, his

abnormality lies in the absence of basic feelings that are the necessary ground of

morality.  You have to care about other people in order to have the feelings that

conduce to treating them benignly.  The psychopath does not care about anyone other

than himself.  He may even care very little in a normal way for himself.  And he cannot

see the point of even the most minimal principle of morality – to do no harm.  Even the

negative form of the Golden Rule – do not do to another what you would not wish to

have done to yourself – makes no appeal to his conscience.  The organ of conscience,

which has its origin in the fellow-feeling of the members of a species or of a sodality of

associates who are pursuing a joint endeavor, appears to be missing.  

While cruelty is a sometime act that includes a lack of empathy as a contributing

psychological factor, the lack of empathy due to narcissistic impairment is a permanent

condition but one that rarely leads to outright cruelty without an additional contribution

from social factors.  The social side of most narcissists is very strong.  After all, their

rightness about everything is a social product that requires a public demonstration and

the assent of at least a few perspicacious others.  Those most given to bluster and

braggadocio are the neediest of approval.

Garden-variety narcissists alienate others but perhaps most often cause

suffering in themselves.  Their lack of understanding shows itself most signally in their

bafflement over the breakdown of their closest relationships.  What narcissism does



invariably lead to is the impaired individual's suffering of the narcissistic wound.  (As

unpleasant as it is to deal with a narcissist, it is still worse to be one.)

Likewise, narcissism is a predisposing factor in evil, but not the heart of it.  It is

Baron-Cohen's sociability wherein the danger lies.  All evil done by some humans to

other humans is social, by definition.  Cruelty is, to lapse into Latin, the ne plus ultra of

evil but not the sine qua non.  It is the evil beyond which, we might say, humans cannot

go; but it is not the essential element or defining characteristic of evil.  The evil of the

Holocaust began as a few thoughts in the heads of German patriots.  At first, it was

conceptual – the ideal of a Juden-frei Europe administered by the thousand-year Reich. 

The decision to realize the concept was made dispassionately by high-level state

functionaries.  There was necessary brutality in executing the policy, but the ranks of

the cadres that implemented it were not chiefly filled by individuals with past histories of

cruelty.  Abnormally sadistic persons found a calling within those ranks, but often were

shunned by fellow operatives.  Those who carried out the plan were by and large dutiful

churchgoers who found in their Catholic and Lutheran traditions a strong warrant for

obeying the orders of social superiors.


